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The importance of NOW INCOME in Building a Business:

Client Acquisition is the life Blood.

I share this process from my coach. I adopted this model 
as it made the difference for me.

Fast-Track to Clients.



A Leadership Development and Coaching 

Business, or any service based Business 

requires 5 systems to be in place:

They are:

1) Client Invitation:

2) Client Conversation Framework: 7 step structured Conversation

3) A Results based package (transformation not Information)

4) Structured Coaching Sessions:

5) How to Attract new Clients:

This is a brief outline of how we do these.



All Business’s need a framework or 
structured system to be followed. 
There has always been a system for every 
business.
I wanted a repeatable marketing system 
that would give consistent results.









Myths about Finding your Clients:



Building Your Client Engine.









Step 5

Leverage:

How do you acquire Leverage:
Solve a problem for  1 person? >                    1-1 Coaching.
Solve the same problem for some people? >Group Coaching 
/product sales.
Solve the same problem for Many ?>      Replicate your Business.



Sell the product range to your clients and 
people looking for solutions.



Structured Coaching Sessions:

The important part of Coaching is to UNDERSTAND that RESULTS 

happen between each session.

What is Laser Coaching?
Laser Coaching is defined as a 
specialised coaching technique that 
promotes quick alignment, a rapid 
sense of relief, and a way of quickly 
unblocking someone…get them 
“unstuck”.
Thomas Leonard.
The success of this process of 
working with people gets results.



Business Leverage:
The ability to train others to replicate what you are doing. 

You help them. They build a business.
As a leader who is teaching the process and Training them in the Business 

of Building a business. There is a Fee payable to you.
You are assisting them to become self employed business owners.



As a coach, you are limited to how large you can 
grow a business.
If your ready to Teach what you Learn, to be a 
Leader, we have a great scalable business model.
Interested in our Business?
The best way to see what you like and don’t like 
about Leadership Development and Coaching is 
Schedule a information call to see if this is for you.



The Foundation Course.

The Results based Process: 
Starts with award winning and proven history of 

transformation products and process’s.

TRANSFORNATION, not 
just INFORMATION!

Based on Steven Covey and Miguel Ruiz material.



Find out if this is for YOU?

Lets have a Conversation:
Yes: I will do my best to sell you on me.
Yes: I am enthusiastic.
No: you are not obligated in any way.
Schedule a “chat with Bruce.” 

https://www.brucerossonline.com/our-business-opportunity

